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Editors’ Note:
 

Kiki Petrosino:
Quick, Dan, name as many contemporary British poets as you can. I’ll start

the stopwatch.

 

Dan Rosenberg:
What? Sorry, I was napping. In my dream I was flying over the Atlantic. I had

Long Island in my tail feathers (maybe I was an osprey?) and in front of me

was nothing in particular. Just a vague yet very conventional cloud. Anyway, I

can name eleven contemporary British poets and Transom contributors off the

top of my head right now, plus, you know, some Irish folks, but I feel like I’m

not answering your real question.

  

KP:
The real question is why we, as American poets, aren’t more aware of what’s

happening on the UK scene. I mean, we share a language and a great deal of

literary heritage. We should hang out -- if not in person, then surely in each

other’s magazines, journals, and anthologies. While a few of the most

celebrated British names – Simon Armitage, Alice Oswald, Geoffrey Hill – get

through, I’m curious about the newer, emerging voices over there. What do

you think?

 

DR:
I hear you. Maybe it’s related to the reason why many Americans outside of

the poetry world don’t know much about poetry, period. As a product of a

good public school, I can still remember being force-fed poorly-taught buckets

of Wordsworth, the least sexy parts of Byron, contextless Tennyson, etc.

Maybe that early unpleasantness, which I overcame only thanks to great

teachers in college (who introduced me to almost exclusively American poets:

their friends, immediate predecessors, and influences), is at least part of an

explanation? I don’t know. What inspired your interest in the UK poetry scene,

Kiki?
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KP:
Before traveling to London in June 2012, I didn’t know much about the UK

literary “scene” at all – in my imagination, the Inklings are still meeting in

some corner of the Eagle and Child pub in St. Giles, Oxford. Beyond that?

Pure question marks. So, in the short month I spent in London, I set out to

meet as many young poets as possible. To be more specific: I attended the

BroadCast New Poets Festival during part of my stay; it’s a three-day poetry

extravaganza that takes place at a couple of pubs around the city. Organized

by editor-poets Roddy Lumsden and Emily Hasler, the festival drew standing-

room-only crowds on all three days. A big accomplishment when you consider

that the city was also running an international poetry celebration as part of its

runup to the Olympics. I was surprised by the level of pure excitement that

preceded literary events in London – I felt a kind of electricity in the air that, in

the States, is usually reserved for rock shows or movie premieres. What was

most surprising to you in the work of the eleven poets we’re featuring in this

issue?

 

DR:
What most struck me was something like what Wittgenstein called family

resemblance happening among these poems. Within what might be construed

as a family – descendents of the traditional sonnet, for instance – there’s such

diversity: Emily Hasler’s ekphrastic “The Animal in Motion” (with elongated

lines, but the recognizable stanzaic structure and a rhyming couplet at the

end!) sets the stage for John Canfield’s anagrammatic revamping of

Shakespeare’s Sonnet XXIX, which bumps up pleasurably against Edward

Mackay’s 14-line, caesurae-filled “But Still There Are Days.” A similar story

holds for poems that are energized by a sense of voice as legacy: Nia

Davies’s suggestively autobiographical “History of Our Bookishness” informs

Sarah Howe’s more scholarly sense of inheritance in “Human Marks.” Many

of these poets seem to be operating within, or tangentially to, some shared

obsessions or concerns that they each approach in wonderfully idiosyncratic

ways.
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KP:
Agreed. One of the most exciting aspects of co-editing this issue has been

uncovering the beautifully idiosyncratic ways that each poet approaches the

blank page.

 

DR:
Now, since you asked me about these British poets, who you brought to my

attention, let me ask you this: How do you see Claudia Keelan’s translations

of the trobairitz, which I brought to you, fitting in with this crowd?

 

KP:
I admire the recklessness with which Keelan handles the saucy, backtalk-y

diction of these feudal wives (“should I hitch with that boy in the hood/or stay

solo?”).  Her translation foregrounds the fact that these twelfth- and thirteenth-

century women poets were, essentially, teenagers rapping about life and love.

The British poets we have included in this issue are much more reserved in

diction and choice of subject matter. But there’s no way we can read John

Canfield’s anagrammatic sonnet and NOT take that with a dollop of sauce:

“My revolt/tastes hot, tangy with crimson. Hang the ink, etc.”  In a real sense,

these newer UK poets are engaging with canonical texts in similar ways to

how Keelan approaches the trobairitz. Canfield literally moves Shakespeare’s

text from past to present through his anagram procedure.

 

Speaking of making old things new, Dan, what did you think of our

contributors’ responses to the Ezra Pound question in our Notes section? I

feel that we’ve been politely yet resoundingly spanked on this one!

 

DR:
Yes, and thanks for that, Brits! I love April Pierce’s notion that the American

poetic tradition privileges “Whitman and his motley crew” – which suggests to

me a kind of renegade or outsider aesthetic (Whitman as cowboy poet?)

that’s absolutely in line with the typical American fantasy about what it is to be

American.
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KP:
But ironically, that “outsider” image coincides with the mixed critical response

Whitman received in the US during his lifetime. It wasn’t until Modernism,

when Pound framed him as “America’s poet,” that his transgressively

“renegade” verse gained attention as particularly “American” in scope.

Whitman is the ultimate outsider-turned-insider, in some ways.

 

DR:
Yeah, it’s like our “experimental tradition” – American poetry seems to love its

oxymorons. Perhaps Edward Mackay gave us the most generous reading for

our admittedly reductive question, trying to make it a better question before

answering it when he suggests that Americans got Pound and the British got

Eliot as “the great modernist presiding spirit.” 

 

KP:
Absolutely. And can I say something else about the UK poets I met? They are

unfailingly generous. Not only did they welcome me to their readings, they

reached out afterwards, in friendship. There were several late-night

conversations in which we compared favorite poets and books of poetry, and

in which we discussed what it means to be a poet in our respective countries.

Valuable exchanges, all.

 

DR:
I’d like to think that generosity is something that can be found in abundance in

the American poetry scene, too. We’re an odd crowd, but generally a

mutually-supportive one. And maybe that’s why Roddy Lumsden’s comment

that defying certain traditions would consign UK poets to a “niche readership”

struck me as surprising: the notion of poetry having anything but such a

readership is strange to me. But I think most American poets tend to embrace

the niche, to understand that our audience is mostly each other, but that’s not

so bad. After all, there are tons of us, and we’re a loud, boisterous, thoughtful

… and yes catty, nepotistic, back-biting … community.
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KP:
Maybe the difference lies in what readers of UK poetry expect. All I have is

anecdotal evidence, but it seemed that poetry appeared in public spaces

around London in ways that we don’t see in the U.S. I’m talking about

snippets of poetry on billboards inside the Tube; passengers reading trade

paperbacks on the bus; Seamus Heaney reading to a packed crowd at the

Southbank Centre (which crowd cheered when he began to read “Digging”).

The UK public appear familiar with verse, ready to embrace a new poem, yes

– but delighted to recognize something of the tradition in it, as well. I should

also add that Roddy reads widely across literatures, making sure to include a

variety of American poets in his teaching. He’s also invited a few emerging

and mid-career American poets (including myself) to read in the UK. We need

valuable ambassadors like him to strengthen the bridge between our two

literatures. Maybe Transom 5 can play some small part in that effort.

 

DR:
Yes, I was grateful to see Dai George confirm and complicate the point that

you started our chat with: that though over in the UK, “the coolest names to

drop are Americans,” we Americans don’t seem terribly aware of what’s going

on over there. I’m glad we’re contributing to rectifying that situation here.

 

KP:
Exactly. What I hope Transom 5 accomplishes is to remind American poets

that we haven’t cornered the market on “cool.” Not by a long shot! We should

be paying attention to the myriad ways that our UK counterparts are unfolding

their relationship to our shared language. I would say that both American and

UK poets are responding – with care, playfulness, and enthusiasm – to the

pressures of tradition. Let’s shine a spotlight on just a few poets from the UK

who are doing this in unforgettable, inspiring ways.
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Translation Feature: Trobairitz 
 

A Conversation with translator Claudia Keelan

    Two tensos:

Guillem Rainol D'at and Anonymous Domna 

Alamanda

 

 

Claudia Keelan (issue 5) is the author of 6 books of poems, most recently

Missing Her from New Issues Press. Truth of My Songs: Poems of the

Trobairitz will be published by Omnidawn in 2015.

 

 

The trobairitz (issue 5) were Occitan female troubadors from the 12th and

13th centuries, and the first known female composers of secular music in the

West.
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A conversation with translator Claudia Keelan
 

Transom:
Who were the trobairitz and what inspired you to translate these poems?

 

Keelan:
The trobairitz were twenty or so young women who lived and wrote from the

mid-twelfth to mid-thirteenth centuries. They wrote in the tradition of fin amor,

a form of chivalric poetry invented by the troubadours, their male

counterparts, which idealized the lady. The trobairitz were the ladies to whom

they wrote, and they were the wives of the feudal lords. Now, the troubadours

were very clever. They were vassals, almost a slave but not quite, of the

feudal lord, court poets, who needed patronage to survive in pretty lean times.

So they derived the notion of “fine” or pure love in poems, which honored the

lady for her purity, while at the same time debating with her about her

chastity, beauty, attitude, etc. Scholars believe that the poems were sung in

court, which was full of gossips or lauzengiers also dependent on the feudal

lord, who were eager to sniff out any scandal between the troubadour and the

lady. The trobairitz co-opted the tradition of fin amor, and their poems became

the first sustained instance of women’s writing, where the subject speaks

back, so to speak, to the self-serving fiction of “the lady.” They were

teenagers, after all, and they were married to men who they mostly didn’t

love, being courted by other men who asked them for favor, only to impress

their husbands. The trobairitz called the troubadour’s bluff. They lived in what

was then Occitania, now the south of France, in the region where the Cathars,

sometimes called Alibigensians, were massacred at Pope Innocent III

command for practicing a Christianity considered heretical. This period in

Occitania has been described as a very liberal period; the Cathars believed

that women and men were equal. Though the lords often were called to leave

and fight in the crusades, this region which borders what is now France and

Spain, was a place influenced by the love poetry of Andalusia, early Arabic

work that predates Muslim influence; at the same time, the mysticism of the

Jewish Kabbalah was also in currency. 
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So, it was a relatively open period between inquisitions, and you can hear the

active voice political and social inquiry in the poems of the trobairitz. They

speak candidly; they are angry or sad; they opposed their roles. They are my

sisters.

 

Transom: 
Previous translations of trobairitz poems seem far more stately and reserved.

What led you to this slangy, saucy translation style?

 

Keelan:
All of the “translations” I’ve read of their poems are essentially transliterations

—literal word for word renderings of the Provençal, which use the prevailing

language of the courtly tradition. One of the definitions of translate is to

“transfer from one place or condition to another.” I’ve said they were

teenagers, and women, and as such, they speak from a position of

powerlessness. What they have is their truth, and they speak their truth to

power. I hear the trobairitz as the rappers of their time.

 

While some of the trobairitz are reserved, mostly they are not. They are

candid, and what you’d call “in your face.” The troubadour tradition comes

from the word trobar, which essentially means to find. The troubadours

“found” their forms experimentally, i.e. they set a pattern after the first stanza,

so each poem was original. 

 

Transom: 
Could you walk us through a particularly tricky passage to translate, and your

solution?

 

Keelan:
I’ll tell you something that’s true. It took me 20 years to start this translation, I

was so daunted by the distance between the 12th century and my own, until

the day I realized the distance wasn’t that great. 
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Their issues – heartbreak, gender dynamics and power, loveless marriages,

trying to live an authentic life – are our issues. Once I really listened to the

voices of the people in the poems, I heard them, and while they were different

from each other, they shared the idioms of their age.  My job as I saw it, was

to translate their idioms into our idioms.

 

Most of the corpus of the trobairitz are tenso poems, poems which debate the

politics of love, clothing, social milieu, etc. In the debate between “Alais,

Iselda and Carenza,” Iselda and Alais are asking Alais’s advice about

motherhood, i.e. why should women have babies? They have to flatter her in

terms she’ll accept, which are social and economic, so that she’ll give them

the benefit of her experience, which is a highly valued commodity in court

poetry. Though nothing is known historically about Carenza, her figure

exemplifies a typical matron in troubadour and trobairitz poetry. She is

aristocratic and beautiful, ie. she has kept her body beautifully in spite of the

obligation of motherhood, which means she knows something about the

dynamics of exchange in the feudal system, which were often brutal. The pure

lady of the poems was also one who was owned by her husband, and who in

the crowded world of feudal reality, could be subject to rape by any of the

itinerant vassals and subsequently divorced without question. Negotiating the

misogynist terrain took savvy and skill, in personal and economic terms.

Carenza’s “bel cors avienen” (lovely, gracious, body) was a currency. Where

does our currency go, like it or not? It goes to the stock market, where we win

or lose based on a system of exchange outside our control. Alais and Iselda

want to know if they should marry someone they all know (marit a nostra

conoissenza?) or stay single, which seems preferable to them since having

babies seems scary, and “wife” or marriage (maritz) worse. While we don’t

often think of a feudal courts as neighborhoods, they were, and as gossipy as

a lot of urban street corners.  All I had to do was translate their concerns into

a language recognizable by popular culture today, since marrying or not, who

and why, is still the stuff that sells mainstream magazines.
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This translation has an extensive critical apparatus, still in process, which

explains choices, gives history, etc. My job as a poet translator was to transfer

the poetry to English. The names and histories – what little are known – of the

trobairitz are referenced. In the translations themselves, I often initialize the

names of the characters in the poems, as well as the place names of the

regions they lived. First of all, there are too many syllables in Alamanda, or

Carenza, etc.  Secondly, the things they are fighting about are not bound by

their times. Giraut, or G, in the poem, wants the benefits his girlfriend through

her status can give him, but he doesn’t love her. Alamanda, or A is an

intermediary, friend to both G and the nameless girlfriend. G wants A to help

him get back into nameless’ good graces, even while he chats her up. The

tenso employs the dynamic of the schoolyard, the eternal adolescence of

western civilization:
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ALAIS, ISELDA AND CARENZA
 

Na Carenza al bel cors avinen,            

donatz conseil a nnos doas serors,

e car sabetz meils triar lo meilors,

conseillatz mi segon vostr’ escien:

penrai marit a nostra conoissenza?

o starai mi pulcea? e si m’agensa,

que far filhos no cug que sia bos;

essems maritz mi par trop angoissos.

 

*

 

ALAIS, ISELDA AND CARENZA
 

Lady C., your body stocks Wall Street,

so sally up for two sisters and please

bank it straight from your know how,

since you have more clout than the rest;

should I hitch with that boy in the hood

or stay solo? That sounds ok to me

’cuz making babies doesn’t seem so good

and “wife” sounds misery.
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Guillem Rainol D'at and Anonymous Domna
(fl. 1209)

Tenso

 

When I hear the cock crow in the parks,

the pecker, jay, blackbird, the redstart,

the nightingale and the greenfinch,

I write a short song no one asks for or wants.

My lady is fine, civil, my habit.

She pulls me more than a wooly hawk. 

 

Boy, you are too bad too rude.

I almost flew one hundred times,

but I never heard a boy use words like you.

I’ll show you are a lucky dude:

when  I see  Mr.  Lively “money-man” near,

I go and hide inside a barn or the cellar.

 

Girl, I hide my heart from view,

for that I give credit to you.

You’d never love a bum or fool--

no, you ditch them like I did war;

never fought there again, since you forbade me.

Now I eat cheese pastries, bread with gravy.

 

You know I begged and begged

to sell our best striped skins

to dress Miguel,my toy boy.

Let's deck him in torn clothes--

with that hot body and attitude,

he’s the  man to rule the roost,
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I’ll watch your boy Miguel hang,

since loving him makes me your thang;

that liar, dodgy, young piece of trash.

I swear to you by his cheap ass,

not Miguel nor his sheepy stash,

will get close to you on any day

 

Baby, who is that bald one,

huge, tall, with nice sharp spurs,

decked out like he’s the one for sure?

He friends me with so many likes,

a horned bull couldn’t post more sweet words;

so now I’m chicken for his wooly bird.

 

Translated from the Provençal by Claudia Keelan

 

*

Quant aug chantar lo gal sus en l'erbos

e'l pic e'l iai e'l merl' e'l coaros

e'l rossignol e l'aguisat perier,

farai un vers ses prec e ses somos.

Ma domn' es tan bell'e cortes'e pros

que'm fai loirar plus que falcos lanier.

 

Seingner, tan m'es mals e contrarios,

cent ves ai cor que mi parta de vos,

mais anc non vi home tan plasentier.

Mas d'una ren est ben aventuros:

qant sent venir esterlins orgoillos,

ades m'escont en granj'o en sellier.
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Domna, tostemps vos ai mon cor cellat:

per qu n'avez de mi lauzor e grat

quant non amest cusson ni fatonier,

anza lo fugist om eu tornei rengat

qu'anc no'i fos pois, pos m'o agues vedat.

Mais am flauzons e sopas en sabrier.

 

Seigner, tostemps vos aurei prezicat

que vendessem so maior porc faissat

e vestissem Miquel, so berbeguier;

fezessem li blizaut fendut trepat

--tant a gen cors e bella maiestat,

cent vez er pres e lei de cavallier.

 

Domna, Miquels volria fos pendutz,

que tant l'anas qu'en son oer fols tengutz,

lo bacalar trachor mensoneguier.

Que ar vos ius encontra sas vertutz

que ia Miquels ni sos avers lanutz

non estara ab vos un an entier.

 

Seinger, cals es aicel c'om a tondutz

--uns grans, uns loncs, ab esperos agutz,

entopenatz a lei de cavallier?

Tant me mandet amistatz e salutz

e'm graziz mais que si fos bous cournutz,

car dei un pol a son tersol lanier.
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Alamanda 
(fl. second half of 12th century) 

Tenso with Guiraut de Bornehl

 

This is need to know, pretty little A.,

don’t make me suss, since I’m reject-man;

now that your lying friend's let loose her grasp

what she gave me she took back, just like that.

What can I claim?

I’m so pissed, 

I can feel my body

bursting into flames.

 

God damn, G., what you want, she doesn’t care.

This a game of give and take, so what you lose--

just give it up or your bad now will keep on growing.

If she says what is high is only low

believe her--

and buy the good and bad she throws:

no other way to get love from her.

 

I can’t stop coming up against her pride

when I see you here so new, blonde, so cake.

The tiny pain slays me; the tiny bliss sinks my ache,

And still I’m not at first or second base.

I’m worrying this rage will kill me:

you sweet and say I’m rad

but I know –I’m closer to the waves,

no matter how your play makes my day.
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When you come to me with whys so deep,

Jeez- God, G, I don’t know how to speak.

You call me with this happy, easy heart--

oh mow my field before X reaps there!

If I’d wanted to make the peace,

I would have searched out for you.

But since she covers her skin in body bling,

it comes out right you’re just not her thing.

 

Little miss, now you are talking shit.

She lied to me first and then five times more.

You think I can take this and not keep score?

I’m not down with playing the fool;

if you don’t chill and keep this cool 

I’ll make you find me another sweet trace.

I got more up front advice from N.B.,

Than your blah blah blah love her drivel.

 

So you say she’s playing you the fool,

and now you’ll look for some other rule;

Why would she want to get back with you?

I don’t think you’ve broken her yet;

from now on the laws are all on hold,

no matter what you say to look bold.

She is so mad at you that she won’t hear

your silence or pleas, or any peace treaty.
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Honey, for Christ’s sake, don’t leave me now—

You’re the one who gets what's up with me.

If I’ve been wrong in getting so mad,

just call it my bad; if you’ve ever felt how fast

love can change, or if you’ve wanted it to last,

honey please just find some way;

I’m a dead man if I lose her now;

but please don’t let her hear these words I say.

 

Mr. G, you know I don’t want your love to end,

but she says she’s the one who should be mad,

since you’re toying  in front of all our friends

Who are nothing next to her, dressed or nude;

She’d look weak if she didn’t dump you,

while you’re loving another and aren’t true.

But I'll tell her you're cool as I always have,

if you swear to not act like that.

 

Beautiful, for God’s sake, if she trusts you

promise her I’ll again be true.

 

Ok, but when she’s given her love again,

you’ll be all through if you take yours back.

 

          Translated from the Provençal by Claudia Keelan
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*

 

S’ie. us quier conseill, bell’ ami’ Alamanda,

no. l me vedetz, qu’om cochataz los.us demanda,

que so m’a dich vostra dompna truanda

que loing sui fors issitz de sa comanda,

que so que. m det m’estrai er e.m desmanda;

que. m cosseillatz?

qu’a pauc lo cors totz d’ira no. m abranda,

tan fort en sui iratz.

 

Per Dieu, Giruat, jes aissi tot a randa

volers d’amics noi.s fai ni nois.s garanda,

que, si l’uns faill, l’autre coven que blanda,

que lor destrics noi.s cresca ni s’espanda;

e  s’ela. us ditz d’aut puoig que sia landa,

vos la ’n crezatz,

e plassa vos lo bes e. l mals qu’il manda,

qu’aissi seretz amatz.

 

Non puos mudar que contr’ orguoill non gronda

ja siatz vos donzella bell’ e blonda;

pauc d’ira. Us notz e paucs jois vos aonda,

mas jes non etz primieira ni segonda.

Ieu que. m tem fort d’est ira que. m confonda--

vos me lauzatz,

si. m sent perir, que. m tenga plus vas l’onda:

mal cre que. m capdellatz.
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Si m’enqueretz d’aital razon prionda,

per Dieu, Giraut, non sai, com vos responda;

vos m’apellatz de leu cor jauzionda--

mais vuoill pelar mon prat qu’autre. l mi tonda;

que s’ie. us era del plaich far desironda,

vos escercatz;

com son bels cors vos esdui’ e.us resconda,

ben par com n’etz cochatz.

 

Donzell’, oimais non siatz tant parlieira,

qu’il m’a mentit mais de cinc vetz primieira;

cujatz vos doncs qu’ieu totz temps lo sofieira?

Semblaria qu’o fezes per nescieira.

D’autr; aimstat ai talan qu’ie. us enquieira,

si no. us calatz;

meillor cosseil dava na Barengieira

que vos non m’en donatz

 

 

Lora vei ieu, Giraut, qu’ela. us o mieira,

car l’apelletz camjairitz ni leugueira;

pero cujatz que del plaich vos enquieira?

Ieu non cuig jes qu’il sia tant mainieira:

ans er oimais sa proeza derreia,

que que. us digatz,

si. s destrenh tant que contra vos sofieira

trega ni fi ni patz.
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Bella, per Dieu, non perga vostr’ ajuda;

ja sabetz vos com mi fo covenguda;

s’ieu ai faillit per l’ira qu’ai agida,

no.m tenga dan; s’anc sentitz com leu muda

cors d’amador, bella, e s’anc sentitz fotz druda,

del plaich penstatz!

Qu’ieu sui be mortz, s’enaissi l’ai perduda;

mas no. lh o descobratz!

 

Seign’ en Giraut, ja n’agr’ ieu fin volguda,

mas ella ditz qu’a dreich s’es irascuda,

qu’autra n prejetz com fols tot a saubuda

que non la val ni vestida ni nuda;

noi fara doncs, si no. us gic, que vencuda,

s’autra ’n prejatz?

Be. us en valrai et ai la. us manteguda,

si mais no. us I mesclatz.

 

Bella, per Dieu, si de lai n’etz crezuda,

per me l’o affiatz!

 

Ben o farai, mas, quan vos er renduda

s’amors, non la. us toillatz.
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Bella, per Dieu, non perga vostr’ ajuda;

ja sabetz vos com mi fo covenguda;

s’ieu ai faillit per l’ira qu’ai agida,

no.m tenga dan; s’anc sentitz com leu muda

cors d’amador, bella, e s’anc sentitz fotz druda,

del plaich penstatz!

Qu’ieu sui be mortz, s’enaissi l’ai perduda;

mas no. lh o descobratz!

 

Seign’ en Giraut, ja n’agr’ ieu fin volguda,

mas ella ditz qu’a dreich s’es irascuda,

qu’autra n prejetz com fols tot a saubuda

que non la val ni vestida ni nuda;

noi fara doncs, si no. us gic, que vencuda,

s’autra ’n prejatz?

Be. us en valrai et ai la. us manteguda,

si mais no. us I mesclatz.

 

Bella, per Dieu, si de lai n’etz crezuda,

per me l’o affiatz!

 

Ben o farai, mas, quan vos er renduda

s’amors, non la. us toillatz.
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April Pierce (issue 5) is pursuing a DPhil at Oxford University, where she is

president of the Oxford University Poetry Society. In the past she was a

ghostwriter of romance novels, and has written for The Huffington Post, The

Oxonian Review, Oxford Theatre Review, The Critical Flame, and the NYC

Examiner, among others. She has published poetry under different names in

obscure places. One of her short stories, "Douglas," will be published through

Union Books in the near future.
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Transom:
American poets tend to take Pound’s dictum to “make it new” as a

foundational principle, and as a result many of us have a short literary

memory. The poetic culture in the UK seems far more conscious of the legacy

of centuries of predecessors. What are the pleasures and challenges of

contributing your voice to this chorus?

 

Pierce:
Let’s think about this. What does Pound imply with that expression? Another

question suggests itself here: make what new? Writers do not create out of

thin air – there is no poetic tabula rasa. There is always something, or

somethings making the process of creative expression possible. In Pound’s

case, to take one famous example from his career, he hijacked haiku and

made that new. It’s odd – you don’t find a very robust acknowledgment of

Pound’s use of the haiku in discussions concerning Imagism. People use “In a

Station of the Metro” as an example of haiku, maybe. The moment of

translation is often lost – it fades out of view. The poem is not even haiku,

strictly speaking, so we might inquire as to what was retained and what was

left out. We can explore the forms and voices that haunt poetry – even very

new poetry. We can witness the ways in which poets make decisions about

what to retain and what to discard in creative work. To my mind (and my mind

is at least half American) it doesn’t matter how fresh and crispy you are –

you’re starting from somewhere. You have roots. It’s unavoidable. As writers,

we are located. Most writers read too. Do Americans interpret Pound’s

expression as a license to ignore poetic ghosts altogether? I can’t answer

this. It’s likely I’ve been abroad for too long. But we might remember that

Pound, along with most of the formalist poets of the 20th century, was

obsessed with a range of traditions. These poets simply added dangerous

new ingredients to old styles and poetic principles. Sometimes they burned

the evidence of their inheritances, but that doesn’t mean the inheritances

aren’t there – you find pieces of pottery and old door knobs scattered about.
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The US and the UK have overlapping inheritances. Their poetic pasts

converge in many places. There are noticeable differences too. The legacy in

the States seems to always smuggle in Whitman and his motley crew,

Ginsberg and the Beat Generation, Hart Crane, and so on. In the UK these

poets are not often invited into the parlour, and if they are, they’re sometimes

treated as curiosities or marginalia. That alters UK poetry as a corpus, if it’s

even advisable to look at UK poetry that way. I’m not sure I would say the UK

is “more conscious” of its poetic past, however. It depends on who you ask.

Certainly the past is altered by a slightly different line of interest on either side

of the ocean – a different canonical disposition, perhaps. But even so I see

the line as fuzzy in significant places.

 

Engaging with a wide variety of poetic inheritances is supremely pleasurable.

I like to have everybody come in for weekly singalong sessions. Admittedly,

this makes the chorus a little slapdash. My second tenor has a priestly rasp,

and I’m fairly certain my metric systems are more informed by hip hop than by

pentameter. I sing monstrously at times. Maybe there are too many voices.

The best voice is very quiet – shy. I suppose the challenge I face now is to

find this quieter voice a nice spot to dream and to clear some of the others out

before they wreck the place.

 

Transom:
What’s happening now in the UK poetry scene that you find particularly

exciting – or frustrating?

 

Pierce:
Everything seems a little shifty right now. Nobody I talk to about poetry is

quite satisfied, but all of them point their fingers in different directions: poetry

is too exclusive. Poetry is too aimless. Too many hipster coteries. Too much

of the old prose. Too little of the new media. Everything's too ironic. Poets

sometimes write really compelling poetry when they’re fed up with their own

milieu, so I feel generally positive about this current state of affairs.

Frustration bodes well for poetry. 
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Every generation asks “Is Poetry Dead?” and shortly thereafter every

generation reaffirms that this is an absurd question. I think whatever comes

next will be a kind of new romanticism – not necessarily in form, but in spirit. I

see that happening already. There are many poets here who focus their

attentions on nature, or explore the more sensual elements of human

experience. The gothic features of romanticism are also making an

appearance now. When it comes to the history of literature, I’m a bit of a soft

Hegelian, or maybe a less cranky version of Vico. I think if you suppress a

poetic or literary impulse for long enough, it will come gushing out again in

another generation’s work. I think this generation is learning to be romantic

again.

 

Transom:
We noticed in your revision process with “Variation on a Morning Task” an

impulse toward clarity of scene. Could you talk about what your guiding

principles were in revising this poem?

 

Pierce:
I would say that my revision process is lengthy and painful; I’m an editor’s

worst nightmare. In fact I’ll probably ask you to edit this after it’s been

published. Here are some guiding principles: 1) Try to give direct access (try

to evoke the precise feeling). 2) Use a combination of short and broad strokes

in the diction. 3) Seek out the subtler musical elements. 4) Avoid redundancy.

5) Allow the poem to experience its own surprise. 

 

The first point is essential. I never know whether the poem will be felt, which

is terrifying. This is the main reason I don’t publish often. I imagine it is a

problem many poets face in their own dark corners of the universe.
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Variation on a Morning Task
 

Slipping between warmed 

sleeping house, feet bared

and flat iced concrete slabs 

with bags of trash as heavy as children. 

 

Fermented remains spike the simple air –

several seconds before relief. 

Pray for safe passage to the belly of dust – 

pray for forgiveness. 

 

In these early wintering hours, you have set into motion

a christening, decomposing 

as you recoil homeward – 

our rusted gate clasps into place.
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first pamphlet, Collecting Shells, was published by Oystercatcher Press in
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and Robert Duncan. She works as a classical singer.
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Transom:
American poets tend to take Pound’s dictum to “make it new” as a

foundational principle, and as a result many of us have a short literary

memory. The poetic culture in the UK seems far more conscious of the legacy

of centuries of predecessors. What are the pleasures and challenges of

contributing your voice to this chorus?

 

Evans:
I’ve been interested in ideas of poetic lineage, in particular the gendering of

poetic “influence” or tradition, for a while now. I think American poets have a

lot to say about literary memory. In terms of my own poetry, when I reflect on

writing in relation to what has been written, it is two American poets whose

words I find especially thought-provoking: first, Robert Duncan, who wrote in

what is considered to be the “Poundian” line and who was conscious of the

crucial “it” of Pound’s “make it new.” Duncan was very interested in European

tradition and women’s importance within it. He often declared that he was not

an “original poet.” His amusingly recycled statement in a printed dispute with

Robin Blaser about translation in Audit/Poetry in 1967 was: “I am not, as I

have perhaps tediously reiterated, ‘my own poet,’ but, like Nerval, I seek to

find my Self in the terms of a confluence of traditions . . . .” Secondly, I take

Dickinson’s “Tell all the truth but tell it slant” as a guide for poetic expression

in general – so in this case, “truth” can refer to what you call inherited “literary

memory” or Poetry. I find great pleasure in chorusing the work of others within

a community of poetry, either through explicit allusion and word-choice, or by

means of more encrypted aural cues and visual echoes. I do this not only in

playful celebration of that poetry but also to query, and to think through the

challenges of, the poetic culture in which I am taking part.

 

As a woman writing poetry, I have often felt affiliation with a more American

poetic sense of the need to create a new literary tradition via reinvention:

absorbing, rejecting and rethinking an inherited legacy. In my case, a

considerable portion of this legacy is the male metaphysical, Romantic,

twentieth-century and contemporary poets whose writing I was required to

read (and often loved reading) at school. 
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In the 1990s, my exam syllabuses were bereft of a single female poet. I am

committed to what is still the very necessary communal endeavour to ensure

greater awareness of and access to women’s writing. Also, I’ve been

determined to write some of the formative male voices I mention into my

poetry as an articulation of this reality and its problems, rather than to cite

women poets only.

 

I’m not sure of an absolute division between UK and American poetic culture

concerning literary memory and writing practices right now, in part due to

contemporary UK poetry’s enjoyment of both homegrown and American

innovation. There are shared legacies that further blur such a distinction, for

instance the transnational interactions at the heart of the British Poetry

Revival in the 1960s and 1970s and Anglo-American Modernism. My sense is

that the mutual exchange involved in these movements is beginning to be

more understood (“remembered”), which is something I find interesting in

emerging ideas of UK poetic history. I do feel that UK poetry often takes the

kind of literary memory you suggest for granted. I think that there are

preoccupations with, and responsibilities to be, writing innovatively anywhere.

 

 

Transom:
What’s happening now in the UK poetry scene that you find particularly

exciting – or frustrating?

 

Evans:
I feel very lucky to be writing in London right now. Within the city, the wider,

complex maps of the UK scenes have a strong presence. Their groups are

often geographically defined and include Sussex, Cambridge, the North-East,

Wales, connections to Paris, and others. These affiliations bring various

priorities, mutual frustrations and occasional outright hostilities to the mix.

There is also a lively habitat of myriad internal groupings particular to London.

The more “mainstream” sections and the innovative scene are speaking to

each other and collaborating in ways that feel potentially new. 
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As a result, it’s an exciting time of increased permeability of (some of) the

borders. I have found the pockets considered to be London’s “experimental”

scene particularly welcoming and supportive for my own practice as a poet.

We are also lucky to have a particularly rich (though impoverished) small

press scene at the moment.

 

Looking beyond the poetry scene to poetry in society, I’m glad of emerging

ideas regarding higher education institutions’ engagement with people outside

of the university regarding the reading and writing of poetry. I think it’s an

important goal in the face of increased tuition fees and severe financial cuts in

the arts. It’s been satisfying being part of new out-reach writing projects and

conference readings or seminars which are open to the public and free to

attend.

 

Transom:
Both of your poems foreground the landscape as a site of meditative

questioning or self-exploration for the speaker. How do you arrive at such

landscapes for your poetry?

 

Evans:
The landscape in the opening of “Pointing Home” is based on a real place. I

wrote the poem as I walked home under a strikingly bright, attention-grabbing

sky across Oxford Circus. It takes a snapshot of the presence of small,

domestic creatures (humans and animals) amid the giant, vertical shapes of

an urban environment and the even larger world beyond it.

 

“When I Am Open as a Field” belongs to a group of morning poems that I

wrote about people waking to loss. The landscape is imagined. It’s also partly

borrowed. It became associated for me with lines from Duncan’s poem

“Sonnet 4,” which I had been thinking of for a while. This process provided the

possibility of reimagining a love poem within one of loss. Duncan’s “I would

recognize him by the way he walks” and another line beginning “I would know

. . .” become the lines “I would/ know him/ by the way/ he walks a/ way.”  
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Words of intimacy and faithful anticipation become a declaration of the

certainty of absence and limitation, further emphasized in my play with words

and gender in the closing pun on “bridle” and “bridal.” (My echo of Duncan

isn’t a strict inversion, as it develops elements of doubt and elegy already in

the original.) I suppose that the poem’s landscape offers the possibility that

there can be more than the ritual of daily mourning. On the one hand, its

spatial metaphors articulate painful distance, the mobility of leaving and the

initial immobility of being left. On the other hand, they allow ideas of growth

and natural forward movement (“ache to acre/age”). Despite the pain or

humiliation involved in loss, the poem’s figurative landscape hints towards the

instinct to risk both continued openness and poetic or other expression of this

openness (the latter is introduced in the title’s echo of the language of “open

field” composition, in which the poem is “field”). In this way, the landscape and

the allusions in the title and poem were “arrived at” together.

 

I notice that both poems illustrate my attraction to words themselves (human

sound, its etymologies and poetic traces) as what you call “sites of meditative

questioning or self-exploration.”
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Pointing Home
ORIGIN: partly from Old French pointe, from Latin puncta ‘pricking,’ giving

rise to the senses [sharp tip, promontory.]

 

Sky scraped

and aping shine

while in fact 

mainly grey

again

 

Cat tails meandering 

ways back 

flinging black if 

lucky 

& if mine

 

Such land ’scape, 

land fled

as my head: I

can stand 

it
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When I Am Open as a Field
 

I wake to

thoughts 

of horses

 

wondering 

how to get

 

from ache

to acre/

age. I would

 

know him 

by the way

 

he walks a 

way,

  leaves,

  blown

 

leaves,

bridle, to 

limit excess
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has previously appeared in 14, Magma, Introducing Art, Popshot, and

Succour.
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Transom:
American poets tend to take Pound’s dictum to “make it new” as a

foundational principle, and as a result many of us have a short literary

memory. The poetic culture in the UK seems far more conscious of the legacy

of centuries of predecessors. What are the pleasures and challenges of

contributing your voice to this chorus?

 

Rogers:
I’m not sure if poetry in the UK is so conscious of centuries of poetic past or is

so in accord to be called a “chorus.” I think that poetry from this “legacy” is

occasionally raided for inspiration to produce a modern riff on a form or idea,

so a kind of “making old new.” In terms of real influence and agenda though

the memory span is maybe not a lot different from the one you suggest the

US has.

 

Transom:
What’s happening now in the UK poetry scene that you find particularly

exciting – or frustrating?

 

Rogers:
The London poetry scene is full of variety and experimentation (ladders), but

is also riddled with cliques, politics and in-fighting (snakes).

 

Transom:
In both of your poems, the speaker locates a mysterious, unknowable world in

the interior darknesses of plant stems, “leaf-swill,” and other natural detritus.

Are such spaces – small and relatively contained – more interesting to you, as

a poet, than, say, the infinite reaches of the cosmos?
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Rogers:
Yes, and in many ways confined space lends itself to poetic form. Having said

that, a “small” space or thing often refers to, or comments on, a “large” one,

and the structure of many poems (with the algebra of a as “small” and b as

“large”) is along the lines of look at a in this way, look at a in that way, keep

looking at a, and then, at the end, now look at how a in fact refers to b. In the

poems here, I’ve tried to mash up this pattern so that the arc is less linear.

The azalea poem is a ‘voyage and return’ narrative, in which the azalea seed

unwittingly goes to space and back, and the poem’s camera travels from

“frameless dark” to wind up focusing on an “immurement” of black. In ‘Panic’

I’ve used a ‘counterpoint’ structure inspired by Soviet film montage,

alternating a narrative set within a “contained” interior and an undefined

exterior space.
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A Space Azalea
“A Space Azalea: this azalea sprouted out from a seed of azaleas that had

traveled in space with a medical doctor and the first Japanese woman who

had explored space” (sign in courtyard of Matsumoto Castle)

 

The absence of things, a plant shedding

 

a scattered signature of red.  The name - 

    something about remembering home.

 

In embryo, it had sensed its planet,

 

a dot smeared on a vast plane, the patch

    of crust where, free 

 

from spinning in the frameless dark, 

 

it would land, reconstitute and grow,

    unbend its stalk, start bowing to the sun,

 

set root.  It’s an a, not a the, other

 

pieces may be elsewhere, outside 

    this immurement, walls famed 

 

for their blackness.  Black in the way space is not.
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Panic
 

as the small hours taper my father stares at the wallpaper’s 

        hooded flowers, the room’s stricken edges

 

near the wood's brink, blackened log, pin-stringed rain

 

I am not so far from him through the kitchen arch 

               

a collage of dark-wired branches

 

fill a glass with water that shudders

        in the domestic hum

 

forked birch paths, huddled knots in trees

 

I throw the contents, a parabola that floods his arm

    

a junction of leaf-swill, cracked stumps

 

the collapse of his cigarette, its hiss,

        his sodden hand plunges its remains

 

muddled light sinks into the thirsting earth

 

and when dawn fumbles through skylight

 

foliage that alternately feathers and batters

 

it’s only just that with my eyes still sewn

        he upturns a pan of water on my sleep

 

prattled footfall, piped oaks, the palling sky
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Emily Hasler (issue 5) was born in Felixstowe, Suffolk and – despite her best

efforts – currently lives and works in London. Her poems have featured in

magazines and anthologies, including The Salt Book of Younger Poets and

Dear World (Bloodaxe, 2013). Her pamphlet Natural Histories was published

by Salt in 2011.
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Transom:
American poets tend to take Pound’s dictum to “make it new” as a

foundational principle, and as a result many of us have a short literary

memory. The poetic culture in the UK seems far more conscious of the legacy

of centuries of predecessors. What are the pleasures and challenges of

contributing your voice to this chorus?

 

Hasler:
I think there must be something akin to the internet’s rule 43 when it comes to

new ideas in poetics – if you can think of it, it’s already been done. So new

isn’t enough. 

 

Transom:
What’s happening now in the UK poetry scene that you find particularly

exciting – or frustrating?

 

Hasler:
The urge to editorialise the present results in commentators stating, in

consecutive weeks, both that poetry is stone dead and flourishing in full

health. I suppose I should be grateful for even the glibbest press attentions,

but I suspect UK poetry’s just struggling along as it ever has – and that will

do. Good and bad poetry is produced, and published. The same could be said

of the 1910s, the 1810s and so on. What I see, as a poet in the UK, is an

extremely impressive array of poetries, and of projects and initiatives to

maintain them. All of that’s great of course, but the main thing is there’s a lot

of great writing going on – which is exciting.

 

Transom:
Your poem, “The Animal in Motion,” contains the fascinating line, “the moment

is neither imperial nor metrical, neither ends nor begins.” Eadweard

Muybridge, the figure your poem contemplates, was an English photographer

who created some of the earliest motion-picture projections. It does seem like

the galloping horses are held captive in his still frames. 
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In your opinion, do poems have the same trouble preserving their identities

through time as embodied creatures do? Is the poem more like a “captive

animal,” or, perhaps, like a photograph? [Feel free to reject both options!]

 

Hasler:
Poems are nebulous bastards, they are like most things. They are also as

evasive as this answer feels it necessary to be. Tate Britain had one of their

obscenely excellent exhibitions on Muybridge in 2010. I was fascinated by

Muybridge’s life and work, making many notes in the assumption that I would

then write a Muybridge poem. It didn’t happen for several years. I was

interested in the black margins, the spaces between the frames. It seemed to

be there that time existed, or was created – there is the forward movement,

the moment of change … and it’s nothing. “Motion-picture” rather neatly

encapsulates it, as only an oxymoron can – motion made up of a sequence of

still-frames. See also, static words and the white around them. I was also

fascinated by the fact Muybridge killed someone.
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The Animal in Motion
on Eadweard Muybridge 

 

Those poor hostages, trapped in their sequential cells;

forced to walk or run, to climb, to sit then stand,

stand then sit. How miserable the captive animal is,

worried away – till they lose hair, presence, weight –

with the fret of knowing they are being watched.

Their every moving part dissected. It seems a wonder

anyone does anything. Reduced to one action the body

strains to bend and lift, to step from the frame.

 

Beyond the frame: the black that is non-happening.

Deep as a canyon, what it is between. A space 

with the capacity of sleep, the near darkness of a blink. 

Barely noticed and then dismissed.  The moment

is neither metrical nor imperial, neither ends nor begins.

Each step’s a crime: the before and after and frontier within.
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Four Seasons, St Giles Cripplegate
 

Time is upon us and so few days are ours entirely

in the slip of our mid-to-late-twenties. A hard sun 

drives us to this hushed cool. St Giles is a very old

church. Here a string ensemble sometimes rehearse 

and today rehearse. Strong breezes stirred these stones. 

Three times they have built, rebuilt, partially rebuilt. 

The church is quite old. The lead violin calls the players 

to halt, to start from the middle: ‘Again, more drunk this time.’

We will listen and leave before the end, go and drink,

as so often, practising our giddy autumnal theme. That music 

is quite old.  When all our work is done, our harvests in 

– we are quite old/quite young – we will be ready then.
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John Canfield (issue 5) grew up in Cornwall, went to university in mid-Wales

and now lives in London, which is somewhere in-between. His poems have

appeared in Oxford Poetry, Newspaper Taxis: Poetry After The Beatles and

the forthcoming Coin Opera II from Sidekick Books.
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Transom:
American poets tend to take Pound’s dictum to “make it new” as a

foundational principle, and as a result many of us have a short literary

memory. The poetic culture in the UK seems far more conscious of the legacy

of centuries of predecessors. What are the pleasures and challenges of

contributing your voice to this chorus?

 

Canfield:
The challenge is to avoid repeating or rehashing that which went before,

merely in a slightly different tone of voice. The challenge is to be reverent

though not idolatrous, and yet not become so obsessed with finding

something new that the legacy is ignored or dismissed for the sake of it, it’s a

constant high-wire act. The pleasure is in being in constant dialogue with the

past, listening to the preceding voices, whispering, talking and shouting back

at them, then turning around to shout it forward. The challenge and the

pleasure is in finding out where in all of this you fit in. 

 

Transom: 
What’s happening now in the UK poetry scene that you find particularly

exciting – or frustrating?

 

Canfield:
There are a number of collaborative and conceptual projects filling the air at

the moment; themed anthologies, multi-poet readings, poetic collaborations

with other mediums. It feels like a really exciting time with poets of all stripes

not just writing in a vacuum, but responding to each other and to numerous

facets of society and culture, engaging with each other’s preoccupations and

occasionally sleeping with each other.

 

Transom:
Each of your poems offers an innovative take on a traditional lyric form.  Can

you talk about how you came to choose the sevenling and the anagrammatic

sonnet for these particular pieces?
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Canfield:
I’m fascinated by form and tend to feel more comfortable writing within

restrictions. The Sevenling was one of those serendipities that sometimes

occur; I’d been reading about the theories of the gamblers fallacy and the

illusion of control and wanted to try and tackle it when I was first introduced to

the form, it seemed to have the perfect balance of appearing ordered but with

chaotic and arbitrary elements within it that matched the theme. The

inspiration for choosing the anagrammatic sonnet came from reading

Elizabeth Bachinsky’s She Is Blond Sin and was an exercise in making the

restrictions as tight as possible for myself. On the first attempt I ran out of

vowels very quickly. 

 

Transom:
You are an actor as well as a poet. Does your anagrammatic sonnet reflect

something about your personal (or professional) relationship to

Shakespeare’s material?

 

Canfield:
Actors and directors talk a lot about ‘new coining’ Shakespeare’s language,

trying to make it your own, despite it having been performed and spoken by

millions of people, so I suppose on some level it was an attempt to do that. I

wanted to move the letters around, create something new from them, but try

and keep the same intent. In Sonnet 29 I was intrigued by the idea of

Shakespeare ‘Desiring this man’s art, and that man’s scope,’ so tried to

create a voice that was insecure, jealous of and competing with his

contemporaries (in this case Kit Marlowe), which is a very recognisable

response as a writer. As an actor, I suppose I’m also drawn to acts of

ventriloquism and forcing myself to use a language and diction not naturally

my own. The words are mine, yet also not mine as I was forced into finding

words I would not naturally have chosen, yet somehow they could not help

but to come out in my own register, which is also characteristic of the acting

process.
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Sevenling (The gambler thinks)
 

The gambler thinks he’s due, his own hand around the dice. 

Beneath the Broker’s hubris a pre-plotted Bell is curving.

The game-show contestant chooses each box like he’s knifing the night.

 

Pedestrian crossings are often indifferent to activation.

In most lifts the Close-Door button is in fact connected to nothing.

An office thermostat is little more than decoration.

 

My Choose Your Own Adventure books always had the same ending.
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Stay No Pen, Kit. The New Sense Nears.
An anagrammatic of Shakespeare’s Sonnet XXIX

 

How Ruin says ‘end’: this green face, new minted 

to beaten yellow meat, cut lips, a sea

of blood and bile, my teeth reave sinews, crush at 

a naked lump of flayed mess. No country, 

no roi or king to help me. I see which mien 

will take me; fetid, pissed, shrunk. I see him, his ford,

this hated crossing. I am past, remnants and       

hewn to a jot. Time slows, they can’t end it.   

Gun flames melt this ego, snidey sophists tythe

my inky hand  to lapse in hate. The tenth

try kills that gab. I eke a freak door in a 

grave, graft sense to my heathen shill. Man’s sun 

glows white, burns me red, the beef chars. My revolt 

tastes hot, tangy with crimson. Hang the ink, etc.
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Transom:
American poets tend to take Pound’s dictum to “make it new” as a

foundational principle, and as a result many of us have a short literary

memory. The poetic culture in the UK seems far more conscious of the legacy

of centuries of predecessors. What are the pleasures and challenges of

contributing your voice to this chorus?

 

Mackay:
I recognise the difference you describe.  I wonder if it could be said that you

got Pound and we got Eliot as the great modernist presiding spirit, and so we

are ever dutifully fitting ourselves into Eliot’s ‘tradition’ in which living and

dead poets rub shoulders. I would also wonder if that’s about national self-

understanding – without an ‘old’ of which a culture can speak in a way that

everyone recognises to some degree, ‘making it new’ becomes an

imperative?  Perhaps UK poetry doesn’t have that American anxiety of

making new, that rich creative innovation, but perhaps we get a sense of

history and therefore a richness of allusion and texture instead (though of

course, British poetry is not as monocultural as our canon would have you

believe).  It’s not an either/or split: the ideal position is one which cultivates

the drive to make new with and in a recognition of historical inheritance (as an

artistic and existential inevitability).  That is how poetry can be political without

versifying polemic.  It recognises our historical position and uses that as a

starting point for imagining beyond.  If that is how I understand the poetic

culture of the UK, then the pleasure and challenge of joining the chorus are

both found in the project of making this a reality without becoming an ever

more rarified portrait of one node, of the poet’s own subjectivity. The borders

of that position currently feel very porous – in part through the dialogue of

poetics between US and British writers.

 

Transom:
What’s happening now in the UK poetry scene that you find particularly

exciting – or frustrating?
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Mackay:
Plurality is what is exciting about the poetry of here and now.  It feels like a

more plural artform than it has, I suspect, ever before.  That comes with a

tendency to split into tedious good/bad objects (‘old/young’ ‘page/stage’

‘political’/‘aesthetic’) but it also feels like the possibility is real for recognising

these as limits and so collectively, and variously, exploring the edges of

perception and possibility.  What I find frustrating is one of the forces working

against that plurality.  There feels to me to be a growing uber-ironicisation and

anti-poetry which risks collapsing that plurality into an infinite regression of

ever more arch irony. It is a dual move at work, in which poetry (as a matrix of

cultural practice), seeks to turn in on itself (in the sense that its concerns are

self-referential, and it is concerned primarily with the ephemeral) whilst

disavowing the personal altogether, as if poetry wasn’t human, and

fundamentally social. From what I know, it is a tension that emerged earlier

within American poetics, but has, I think, been negotiated more fruitfully than

we seem to be managing.

 

Transom:
In your poem, the speaker remarks that “History is neither now/ nor England.”

How does this “neither/nor” construction, which seems to locate the poem

outside the boundaries of time and place, reflect your own poetics?

 

Mackay:
In the first instance of course, I’m flicking my Vs at Eliot; I’m ham-fistedly

killing the primordial father. He, in Little Gidding, evokes the twilight English

country church and declares ‘History is now and England.’  What Eliot is doing

is discovering a natural sacrament, one of his “timeless moments.”  For Eliot,

History is incarnate whereas for me, History is always just beyond; the project

of human history yet to begin until we overcome these social relations. At its

most basic level, this poem is a description of getting stoned in a London park

on a busy September weekday evening, and revelling in that embodied hyper-

reality that altered states can produce. For the speaker, this is an intimation of

mortality by re-collecting what is now, to bastardise Ferlingetti. 
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It is a revelling in a moment which, perhaps, reflects the possibility of another

social reality, present in its absence, and is playful and irreverent with that

paradox. This provides a brief moment when everything is ‘not much too

much’; a sort of existential inbreath where the speaker can see ourselves as

we are. So in one sense, I am trying to place that voice in very specific time

and space, because it is only from this reality-as-it-really-is, that new

possibilities can emerge. I am inverting Eliot by using the language of his neo-

platonist theology to the ends of radical social expression and so seizing upon

a moment of grace in a graceless world. As I write this, that feels at once to

be the opposite project to Eliots’ and exactly the same task, both at once.
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But still there are days
 

like today when the sky is all-day boozey & ends 

as it began in the too-blue night of a fifties western

 

& the rump of summer cheats a long-slow afternoon 

from autumn    while      on busy streets the tiny bones of feet 

 

chatter as they creak & bounce along         & we smoke in the park 

only to pass kisses back and forth hung like unspoken words 

 

on the tip of the roach           we stumble through fizzing streets 

where everyone is freshly fleshy & real about their sharp 

 

bright faces             before it is dark          again & everything familiar 

& singular again               & briefly it is not too much                     

 

briefly not much too much      & the space between us 

feels contingent, unimportant, still-contested          thin & pressed 

 

between our faces & tomorrow –  history is neither now

nor England           though it feels not so very far away
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Transom:
American poets tend to take Pound’s dictum to “make it new” as a

foundational principle, and as a result many of us have a short literary

memory. The poetic culture in the UK seems far more conscious of the legacy

of centuries of predecessors. What are the pleasures and challenges of

contributing your voice to this chorus?

 

Davies:
I think that British poets are not immune from Pound’s fret-inducing mantra –

myself included. But yes I am aware of legacy. The Exeter book of Anglo-

Saxon riddles is a current source – though it’s interesting to note that the

translations I am reading in A Feast of Creatures are by a North American

scholar and poet – Craig Williamson. I have to say that not many of my

‘predecessors’ are British. But I am discovering traditions from my own culture

and there are also those I am yet to access. Some of Britain’s oldest and

most developed living poetic forms are in the Welsh language – Cynhanedd is

the most famous of these. Although it is my mother’s tongue, I have not yet

learnt (or re-learnt) enough of the language to be able to enter it (translations

can only capture so much of its intensely harmonic patterning). So these

poems are a beautiful musical mystery to me. One day, perhaps.

 

There is, perhaps, a British fixation on legacy and I find that poets, readers

and literary scenes here are often too inward looking. (Maybe because we are

a culture used to exporting, colonizing). This is a shame; the contemporary

scenes of ‘other’ languages or communities are some of the most exciting

‘new’ you can discover and bring into English language poetry.

 

Transom:
What’s happening now in the UK poetry scene that you find particularly

exciting – or frustrating?
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Davies:
That already-mentioned parochialism that comes from an internally-focused

culture. Macro-positioning by the hegemonic gatekeepers who seem blind to

diversity or strangeness in new poetries. And on the other hand, micro-

positioning: the negativism and bickering that comes out of the reaction to this

blindness. 

 

But the excitement is so much more than this. Works previously partially

hidden or buried by print-culture are now out there to be discovered in the

digital age. Of course the internet is also the home of most feverish micro-

positioning too! But there are so many innovative new projects and

innovations happening right now, it’s very enjoyable.

 

Transom:
In “History of our bookishness,” your speaker says: “I was given a stipend of

blood.” The word “stipend” strikes us as both generous and restrictive when

applied to the concept of heritage. Likewise, in “a man you might like,” a

quantity of “ribbons make a net,” and in “Three Places,” strange foals are born

within “regions of taxidermy.” Can you tell us what lies behind your impulse to

articulate images of measurement and containment? Are the boundaries in

your poems permeable?

 

Davies:
I suppose I am interested in how boundaries are made and broken. I actually

work for an organisation called Literature Across Frontiers, so it is manifested

in my professional as well as creative life. Language, however full of rules and

however censored or seized by dominant cultures, is sublimely permeable.

The pleasure or ‘waking up’ that comes in finding poetry operating at and

passing through boundaries is my motivation in reading, writing and

promoting poetry.
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In these poems you’ve found three different instances of this impulse. The

“stipend of blood” does indeed refer to the gift of heritage and how gifts are

also restrictions. The women’s names are my mothers’ mothers and like me

they were lucky enough to come from a culture that regarded education

highly. They studied to degree level and beyond. Unlike me they were limited

with what they could do with their learning.  Though educated they were still

women of limited means. So the gift was restricted. But their education did

eventually give me a great deal. Catherine Glyn Davies – my grandmother –

studied at Oxford and the Sorbonne in the 1940s but was discouraged to

continue. She had to wait until she’d raised four children and supported the

academic career of her husband before she could go back and complete her

Ph.D. in her 60s. 

 

In “Three Places,” borders contain three distinct spaces. South Eastern

Turkey is the first region and South Wales is the third. The region of taxidermy

is actually a distinct time as well as place – a frozen or at least inaccessible

time – that of the Germany in the (very mysterious) Merseberg Incantations.

 

Perhaps pessimistically I sometimes think of relationships themselves as a

measured restricted space. There are boundaries to abide by. Boundaries

you may wish to break. There is some pleasure in ribbons, and containment

or safety in a net. And desire itself can be a restriction of course.
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Three places
 

In the region of black amber, quartz 

or a feather that scores an open nerve. 

 

The rushling plane, autumn in Mesopotamia.

Some clouds leave specks on the tea caddy.

 

Some people forget their jewels.

Hail bounces on red pleather.

 

§

 

Region of broken bones, region of taxidermy,

region of energy-savers and of foals.

 

In these parts, you let the totemic creatures press at your ears,

think of the foals with their trestle-legs. 

 

Those broken legs rode too soon, 

those markers of preworld, after the world.

 

§

 

What is fired in the region of smoke signals? 

Some tallies are frozen at a million. The chestnuts 

 

forget to split their sides. The bowls are pale 

and you spit into their bases. Some regions are best left to die-back.

 

Region of chimneys, far from the counting houses, 

zone of moss and tin. Region that splits its riversides black.
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man you might like
 

a daubed lip | gauze and the delectable ruin of blood

safely matted now | his examined birth | such waking pheromones

that cling to him | such unworked clay | ribbons can make a net

a net should catch | especially the kissing shadows

of his sailor wake | his gait like a tree on fire

you make milk from his knuckle dust | believe you were in his
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History of our bookishness
 

I was lemon yellow epithet. 29 + 9 months 

I was a May bloomer, February-born.

Mother and me. 

 

Washer fists, baskets of us, 

a string of us. (What if this womb 

wasn’t in the string?)

 

The protectorate (my parent) 

had a bearing. I was given a stipend of blood.

Mother of mother 

 

and mother of her.

Scroll-light, library air. Eleri Glyn, 

Catherine Glyn. Uterus-lining the

 

line. Mebi Lloyd, 

Catherine Lloyd. Their tubed-up non-degrees 

and a mortar board – the lantern 

 

that reads by us. Going back

a generation and a half and a half 

to the polar unknown of us 

 

and our pocket-sized. Some prayer-book

literacy. Not an identity.

Umbilicised – our a gaps of  quiet, 

 

quilts for the mend, help for the mangle.

Milliner hustings. They

mended their theses then put them away.
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Transom:
American poets tend to take Pound’s dictum to “make it new” as a

foundational principle, and as a result many of us have a short literary

memory. The poetic culture in the UK seems far more conscious of the legacy

of centuries of predecessors. What are the pleasures and challenges of

contributing your voice to this chorus?

 

Howe:
Funnily enough, my first reaction to this question was to reverse its poles –

but then I suspect that says more about the exercise of gazing idealizingly

across the fence than it does about reality. My fuzzy impression was that US

poets have a sense of their place in a line of American poetic inheritance,

looking back to progenitors like Whitman, Dickinson, Stevens, and so on.

Perhaps it’s precisely the many centuries of English literary history that make

such a time span harder to get a handle on. Picking up books of poems being

written in UK right now, I’ll detect echoes that stretch back twenty years in the

poetic memory, or fifty perhaps – that being the period, aesthetically-

speaking, with which our poets seem most urgently in dialogue. With a few

exceptions, the weight of a longer history doesn’t feel terribly important. It’s

hard, too, to think about this question without thinking about form, and the

break brought about by free verse.

 

But then doesn’t Eliot point out that the adjective ‘traditional,’ with its whiff of

archaeological reconstruction, is seldom a term of praise when it comes to

poetry? For a long time, I consciously kept my academic work – as a scholar

of English Renaissance literature – out of my writing. It’s started to creep in

recently.

 

Transom:
What’s happening now in the UK poetry scene that you find particularly

exciting – or frustrating?
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Howe:
I’m happy that the scope of what the poetic ‘mainstream’ will encompass

seems to be broadening. It’s probably a bit early to start talking about a ‘post-

division’ era here, to use a term I’ve spotted in American discourse. But there

are poets around, especially young poets, who will read Keston Sutherland

and Don Paterson, Sharon Olds and John Ashbery, with equal attentiveness,

and without seeking to erode the distinctness of their projects. It’s not that I

would like all aesthetic antagonisms to disappear, but this new spirit of

synthesis does excite me. Maybe synthesis is the wrong word – openness

might be better, since it would emphasise that poets have to be readers

before they can be writers. Which brings me to my main frustration, namely

that I think we have to be watchful about the quality of reading contemporary

poetry receives. Poetry magazines try hard to keep alive the culture of poetry

reviewing, yet we don’t seem to have enough really strong critics – voices that

can show a generation of poets to itself, as well as to a wider public. I wonder

if prize culture is a response to that critical gap – though surely seeing the

workings is the whole pleasure of such judgments.

 

 More briefly, things I love about the UK poetry scene now: so many readings

and events, so many poets who are great readers and performers, a really

exciting generation of new poets, pamphlet culture, irony, collaboration, a

growing internationalism, pop-up blogs and zines. Things that frustrate me:

economic squeezing of publishers generally, lack of slots for first collections,

magazine response times (that’s just selfish though), the fact that any poem

longer than two pages is considered rather suspect, irony.

 

Transom:
In “Human Marks,” you offer us a concrete poem that takes the shape of a

medieval manuscript marking. Within the seemingly strict confines of this

typography, spectacular images (of “flame-buckled books” and “oddly curling

ascenders”) abound. For you, is image a starting point, or a byproduct, of

formal procedure?
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Howe:
Image and form come together (uncannily, I’ve always thought) in the shape

poem, but I hadn’t really considered they might be connected in my other

work. Now I come to think of it, some of my forms do have a visual dimension

– a strictly aligned right margin, for example, is a self-discipline more visual

than sonic or metrical. I’ve just finished a poem about Pound in his traitor’s

cage in the US detention camp at Pisa, where the poem’s monolith-like block,

justified left and right, tells an obvious story about constraint. Indentation is

another example: I often write in a pattern which indents alternating lines –

that form’s restlessness, winding visually down the page, feels like the motion

of thought.

 

‘Image’ is often the starting point of a poem for me, and I find it hard to think

without them. I have to remind myself that the world is not purely visual, that

vividness will involve the other senses. When poetry succeeds in evoking that

kind of bodily sensation in a reader – the crackle as you turn a page of vellum

– that’s when you start to appreciate how writing might be a vessel for life and

voice: writer and reader are sharing an experience, even if the former is long

dead. In some ways, that’s what this poem is about – whatever human

presence clings to ink and paper down the centuries, how strong and fragile

that is.

 

Transom:
We are fascinated by the twisted fairytale that “Tame” seems to articulate. Are

you inspired by particular storytelling traditions? Do you feel that poetry is a

satisfying vehicle for delivering narrative?
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Howe:
I love ‘twisted fairytale.’ But I have to confess narrative is not a natural mode

for me, or the one I’m most drawn to in poetry today. (Though without doubt –

cf. Homer – poetry is the originary storytelling medium.) As a reader, I’m

generally happier in the realm of atmospheric, fragmented, imagistic poems,

where any narrative is either submerged or elliptical. But ‘Tame’ is part of a

sequence and it felt right, at that moment in the larger frame, to emerge out of

the surrounding, denser poems into a parable-like clarity. A game of opacity

and transparency, like a windowpane in sunlight. Like me, the poem is a

hybrid affair, though it’s probably closer in spirit to the Brothers Grimm than

Chinese folktales – and the transformations are straight out of Ovid. Not ‘wild

swans,’ but a tame goose.

 

It weaves into a story various details I’d been reading about at the time: the

ancient Chinese practice of the midwife placing a box of ashes next to the

birthing bed, so the baby might be efficiently smothered if female. Journalistic

reports about Chinese state orphanages in the 1980s and 90s, populated by

abandoned girls and the occasional disabled boy, arms tied to their highchairs

with string. My family history (my mother was such a given-up Chinese girl

baby) made me want to try to write about what’s been dubbed China’s

‘gendercide.’ I originally imagined this poem as a kind of lyric lament – a

lullaby perhaps, in the voice of the mother laying her bundle down on the

pavement – but I think you can imagine why that poem never got written.
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Human marks

 

 

                                       Take

                   that pet of medieval didacts, the manicule, or little hand: fringe-dweller of 

              early manuscripts, whose jotted, peripheral fists, sprung with an admonitory digit

        lace the tanned margins of our most cankered and flame-buckled books – a fervid

injunction to look. Picture them: speckled palely

at the page edge, their flare of crumbs trailing in

to the tangled inky forest of a spreadeagled folio 

you’ve just heaved off the shelves. Now follow 

their frail pointers as if you yourself – stooped  

to track this scribe’s oddly curling ascenders – 

might be thrown back to the moment of their 

still-wet penning & the cloister’s draughty 

aisle – you leaning in at the old monk’s 

shoulder & attending to that crooked 

gesture: grasp his hand across the 

ages’ gutter – its urgent here
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Tame
It is more profitable to raise geese than daughters.

– Chinese proverb

 

This is the tale of the woodsman’s daughter. Born with a box 

    of ashes set beside the bed,

in case. Before the baby cried, he rolled her face into the cinders – 

    held it. Weak from the bloom

of too-much-blood, the new mother tried to stop his hand. He dragged 

    her out into the yard, flogged her  

with the usual branch. If it was magic in the wood, they never 

    said, but she began to change: 

 

her scar-ridged back, beneath his lashes, toughened to a rind; it split 

    and crusted into bark. Her prone

knees dug in the sandy ground and rooted, questing for water, 

    as her work-grained fingers lengthened 

into twigs. The tree – a lychee – he continued to curse as if it

    were his wife – its useless, meagre

fruit. Meanwhile the girl survived. Feathered in a fluff of greyish ash, 

    her face tucked in, a little gosling.

 

He called her Mei Ming: No Name. She never learned to speak. Her life 

    was maimed by her father’s sorrow.

For grief is a powerful thing – even for objects never conceived. 

    He should have dropped her down 

the well. Then at least he could forget. Sometimes when he set 

    to work, hefting up his axe

to watch the cleanness of its arc, she butted at his elbow – again,

    again – with her restive head,
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till angry, he flapped her from him. But if these silent pleas had 

    meaning, maybe neither knew.

The girl child’s only comfort came from nestling under the

    lychee tree. Its shifting branches

whistled her wordless lullabies: the lychees with their watchful eyes, 

    the wild geese crossing overhead.

The fruit, the geese. They marked her seasons. She didn’t long to join 

    the birds, if longing implies 

 

a will beyond the blindest instinct. Then one mid-autumn, she craned 

    her neck so far to mark the geese’s 

wheeling through the clouded hills – it kept on stretching – till

    it tapered in a beak. Her pink toes 

sprouted webs and claws; her helpless arms found strength

    in wings. The goose daughter

soared to join the arrowing skein: kin linked by a single aim 

    and tide, she knew their heading

 

and their need. They spent that year or more in endless flight, but where – 

    across what sparkling tundral wastes – 

I’ve not heard tell. Some will say the fable ended there. But those 

    who know the ways of wild geese

know too the obligation to return, to their first dwelling place. Let this

    suffice: late spring. A woodsman

snares a wild goose that spirals clean into his yard – almost like 

    it knows. Gripping its sinewed neck

 

he presses it down into the block, cross-hewn from a lychee trunk. 

    A single blow. Profit, loss.
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Transom:
American poets tend to take Pound’s dictum to “make it new” as a

foundational principle, and as a result many of us have a short literary

memory. The poetic culture in the UK seems far more conscious of the legacy

of centuries of predecessors. What are the pleasures and challenges of

contributing your voice to this chorus?

 

George:
That’s a fair observation on the whole, but I worry that it does a disservice

both to American poets, by making them seem ignorant of literary heritage,

and British poets, by making them seem hidebound and traditionalist.

 

I see all these transatlantic questions through the lens of the two years that I

spent studying for my MFA at Columbia. I arrived in 2008, at the tender age of

21, having just finished my undergraduate degree in Britain, and I’d only been

writing seriously for about three years. My tastes and style had been shaped

by a small group of mid-twentieth century British and Irish poets: Philip Larkin;

Seamus Heaney and the Ulster poets; Geoffrey Hill at the more difficult end of

the spectrum. I think that John Donne, a big crush of mine since I first read

him at high school, featured a lot too, giving some poems a weird high diction.

My first few workshops at Columbia blew me out of the water, both in the

positive sense that they were refreshing and eye-opening, but also in the

sense that I was given a bit of a drubbing. Most of my classmates – many of

whom would become good friends – thought my work to be traditional, full of

received language, overly indebted to narrative and the British canon. I was

shocked.

 

I asked my assailants/workshop buddies what their influences were and

received an eclectic list of contemporary names I’d never heard of. Partly this

was down to meeting serious, engaged, practicing poets for the first time,

where previously I had been writing to a narrow coterie of intelligent non-

writers (English students, university arts magazine staff, proud family and

friends).
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Transom:
American poets tend to take Pound’s dictum to “make it new” as a

foundational principle, and as a result many of us have a short literary

memory. The poetic culture in the UK seems far more conscious of the legacy

of centuries of predecessors. What are the pleasures and challenges of

contributing your voice to this chorus?

 

George:
That’s a fair observation on the whole, but I worry that it does a disservice

both to American poets, by making them seem ignorant of literary heritage,

and British poets, by making them seem hidebound and traditionalist.

 

I see all these transatlantic questions through the lens of the two years that I

spent studying for my MFA at Columbia. I arrived in 2008, at the tender age of

21, having just finished my undergraduate degree in Britain, and I’d only been

writing seriously for about three years. My tastes and style had been shaped

by a small group of mid-twentieth century British and Irish poets: Philip Larkin;

Seamus Heaney and the Ulster poets; Geoffrey Hill at the more difficult end of

the spectrum. I think that John Donne, a big crush of mine since I first read

him at high school, featured a lot too, giving some poems a weird high diction.

My first few workshops at Columbia blew me out of the water, both in the

positive sense that they were refreshing and eye-opening, but also in the

sense that I was given a bit of a drubbing. Most of my classmates – many of

whom would become good friends – thought my work to be traditional, full of

received language, overly indebted to narrative and the British canon. I was

shocked.

 

I asked my assailants/workshop buddies what their influences were and

received an eclectic list of contemporary names I’d never heard of. Partly this

was down to meeting serious, engaged, practicing poets for the first time,

where previously I had been writing to a narrow coterie of intelligent non-

writers (English students, university arts magazine staff, proud family and

friends).
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So at one level it didn’t matter that I was having this experience in America; I

might have had it equally if I was on the famous UEA writing course in

Norwich. But in hindsight, it’s clear that my new classmates were operating on

a different wavelength compared to anything I’ve since experienced back in

Britain. There was a thirst for difficulty and formal newness, and a resistance

to what I thought at the time to be the simple pleasures of poetry - imagery

that referred back to the real world; vignette-like emotional insights;

compressed narrative; social solidarity. That sort of stuff.

 

But I’ll say this: my American friends were no less in love with a canon; it’s

just that theirs was different. Wallace Stevens was the presiding saint, and

yes, “Make it new” did nicely for a motto (alongside Stevens’s own “Not ideas

about the thing but the thing itself”). They also surprised me by being

supremely versed in the Romantics, Milton, Shakespeare, and most of the

older poetry that turned me on as an undergrad. I certainly didn’t witness

much short-term literary memory, though maybe in practice theirs had

become submerged, its influence more oblique.

 

This more complex picture cuts both ways, though. As soon as I got back to

Britain, and involved myself more in the London young poets scene, I realised

that my earlier loves (Heaney, Larkin, etc) were just as unfashionable here as

in NYC. Active poets aged between about 20-35 were all finding their own

ways to resist, or update, the traditions of the recent past, and many were

looking to America for influence, through poets as diverse as Brenda

Shaughnessy, CK Williams, Jorie Graham – loads more. It’s almost a truism

among my contemporaries that the coolest names to drop are Americans, so

I’d put pressure on this idea that there’s a big division. Well, it tends not to be

true in the UK’s case; admittedly, most American poets I know are pretty

unaware of what’s going on over here. Understandably, some might say.

 

As you say, when you add your voice to what goes before, there will be

pleasures and challenges. The pleasures come in being presumptuous

enough to write at all and go up against your heroes. The challenge comes in

finding a way not to look puny beside them.
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Transom:
What’s happening now in the UK poetry scene that you find particularly

exciting – or frustrating?

 

George:
Had you asked this a few years a go, my answer would be a lot more factional

and pessimistic. I’d probably have said that the UK poetry scene was a

gerontocracy, with the established and middle aged being ludicrously

privileged at the expense of plentiful younger talent. There was indeed a

period when the main poetry lists were very skewed towards the over-40s,

and my mentor and teacher Roddy Lumsden did a lot to expose and

challenge that. Perhaps as a result of Roddy’s campaigning, or perhaps

because of natural processes of fruition, that stalemate seems to have shifted

over the last year or two. Many poets about my age or a little older have

released well received books on major presses – I’m thinking in particular of

Ahren Warner, Sam Riviere, Oli Hazzard, Kirsten Irving, Emily Berry, Jon

Stone, James Brookes and Andrew Jamison (there will be more). So that’s all

very exciting, not least from a personal point of view, as I’m currently readying

my own first collection for publication in October with a press called Seren. An

18-year-old starting to write poetry for the first time needn’t feel, any more,

that she’s limited to a few webzines and pamphlet series designed for

younger writers; the sky is once again the limit, even if only a few will reach it.

And there’s a very healthy scene of boutique magazines, cool reading series,

blog projects and poetic happenings. I’ve written about it at greater length in

an essay for Poetry Wales, which can be read in full on Poetry Daily.

 

Frustrations are harder to articulate – not because I don’t have any but

because I’m wary of giving offence. One thing I will draw attention to is the

quality of criticism you see on your daily trawls through the internet. UK poets

have grown adept at offering sweeping, State of the Nation addresses, in

which they diagnose the rights and wrongs of the poetry ecosystem as a

whole, but rather less skilled at paying attention to poems. I’m a firm believer

that the real act of criticism happens at the level of the individual poem – the

rest, mainly, is noise. 
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Admittedly, I’m guilty of generating some of that noise in the article I link to

above, but I also hoped to move the conversation on towards more detailed

readings. I’d like to see a blog devoted to close readings of the sort that Tom

Paulin carries out in his The Secret Life of Poems, or Ruth Padel in 52 Ways

of Looking at a Poem. I think it would cut through a lot of the bullshit and allow

us to honour some of the brilliant poetry that is emerging from this younger

generation.

 

Transom:
In “Hymn to Technique,” the speaker is fascinated by the trajectories that

objects take as they travel through the air. The image of the “carpenter’s

saw,” in particular, resonates for us both visually and sonically. Is it poetry’s

function to render visible the invisible?

 

George:
Thank you for the kind comments. I’m afraid, though, that I’m allergic to

talking about poetry as if it had a ‘function.’ Some poetry will excel by

rendering visible the invisible, others might work in reverse. I think it would be

an exciting challenge to write a poem that rendered invisible the visible.

 

In all seriousness, though, yes: one of the things that poetry does very well is

draw attention to the objects and images that symbolise deeper, more

numinous truths. It’s back to TS Eliot and the objective correlative, isn’t it? If

my carpenter’s saw does that, then I'll chalk that down as a minor success.
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Hymn to Technique
 

Tell me who they are, the handsome lads

        tossing a frisbee in a sunny field.

One of them hugs it to his side and hurls

        a perfect centrifugal puck across the day.

 

Tell me who they are, for to see his friend

        receive and hoick it back is to learn

of a mirror’s unerring bounce and to gawp

        at the angular swing of a carpenter’s saw.

 

Now one of them sends a tennis ball so high

        it could bother a kestrel’s lofty mooch.

It falls to a stretching hand and – oh – their shirts

        are off, their abs are tanned and brassy-firm.

 

The type of boys who’d pick a watch’s guts

                                          for fun and put them back.

That moody kestrel snared, they’d have it hunt

                                                    a bunny for their pot.
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Mark Waldron (issue 5) was born in New York but has lived in the UK since

he was a few weeks old. His first collection, The Brand New Dark, was

published by Salt in 2008, his second, The Itchy Sea, came out in September

2011. His work appears in Identity Parade: New British and Irish Poets

(Bloodaxe 2010) and Best British Poetry 2012. He lives in London with his

wife and son.
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Transom:
American poets tend to take Pound’s dictum to “make it new” as a

foundational principle, and as a result many of us have a short literary

memory. The poetic culture in the UK seems far more conscious of the legacy

of centuries of predecessors. What are the pleasures and challenges of

contributing your voice to this chorus?

 

Waldron:
American poetry of the last hundred years strikes me as being at least equally

influenced by those centuries of predecessors, and Pound was certainly

conscious of the legacy and didn’t see it as something to be ignored. He

believed we admired Shakespeare above Chaucer because we’d been

seduced by the glamour (excuse my u) of theatre. I do want my poetry to

have a theatrical element and to be populated by characters with different

voices so perhaps that’s a way in which I feel linked to that aspect of the past. 

 

Transom:
What’s happening now in the UK poetry scene that you find particularly

exciting – or frustrating?

 

Waldron:
What’s frustrating in the UK poetry scene is that too much of the poetry that’s

admired is like the equivalent of nice watercolours. What’s exciting is that I

think that might be starting to change.
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Transom:
We admire the incredible playfulness of your poems, the way the speaker is

able to don “huge human clothes” to play the part of “a cocky prince.” Is your

ideal poetic speaker a kind of shapeshifter who can inhabit divergent

lexicons?

 

Waldron:
A poet once asked me why I don’t write about myself. I thought that was a

bizarre question because I regard everything I write as being about me. It’s

just that I might dress up as a dog or a prince or a hydrofoil or a stone before I

embark on a poem. I do like populating what I write with characters and

voices with which I can confront different concerns of mine, or rather

characters and voices with which I can confront the same few concerns from

different angles. I can sidle up to myself and catch myself with my guard down

if I’m dressed up as a puppet (or whatever).
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It’s hard to see Hamlet as some kind of everyman, 
 

bellows old Professor Hydrofoil above the sound of his 

own engine’s biscuity shout as he skims across the pale 

Baltic waters lit with light. The sky is crazy for him, 

his riveted body, all chrome fuselage, instant abdomen 

and what looks from here to be a thing like kindliness. 

He is, in fact, so shiny, so polished by his mother’s early love 

that we can observe ourselves reflected in his tubular skin. 

We can see our bent smiles which are the floaty grins 

of children who hold their parent’s hands and watch 

the happy dogs who run through parks, throwing off 

their ridiculous beards and laughing, laughing, laughing. 

But wait! Prof Hydro’s gone and got all serio’. He’s docked 

himself in a study in an old house in Palookaville. 

He’s donned huge human clothes. He looks out onto 

a cold, wet street with the fallen leaves of trees stuck on it. 

The arrangement of the threads in his tweed jacket 

is such that that arrangement’s own woollen heart is 

broken. On the radio is nothing because it’s switched off.
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The voice
 

Its yellow/brown tones and its 

vibration denote all the particular 

 

fruit that the voice carries in its 

wooden barrow. My voice 

 

is a tired, old emissary dressed in worn 

and elaborate robes and sent out to trundle 

 

by a small boy, a cocky prince 

(though he has but the toy parts of a child, 

 

not yet soused in tangled, romping spells). 

The ground undulates beneath his 

 

wooden wheel. The trees, they serve up 

green on every platter. The inveigling 

 

emissary is a cuckold whose wife 

the royal squirt pleases enormously while 

 

the emissary is out earning a crust and 

smoothing out differences.
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Roddy Lumsden (issue 5) lives in London where he teaches privately and for

The Poetry School. Mischief Night: New & Selected Poems was published by

Bloodaxe in 2004, and his most recent collections are Third Wish Wasted
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British Poetry. He is Poetry Editor for Salt Publishing. He was awarded the
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Transom:
American poets tend to take Pound’s dictum to “make it new” as a

foundational principle, and as a result many of us have a short literary

memory. The poetic culture in the UK seems far more conscious of the legacy

of centuries of predecessors. What are the pleasures and challenges of

contributing your voice to this chorus?

 

Lumsden:
The challenge is that if you are ‘making it new’ here, you are generally

offering up your work to a niche readership. And if you are doing something

new which does not fit into non-mainstream traditions, or working in a post-

division mode (a term which is barely known here), you can easily become an

outsider of sorts, neither fish nor fowl. Personally, I’m not too interested in

national literary traditions or that ‘legacy of centuries’; my interest in the pre-

20th century is limited. But the narrative lyric is still the dominant poem here,

and it’s not difficult to trace some of our most ‘successful’ poets back to

Wordsworth or Blake. 

 

Transom:
What’s happening now in the UK poetry scene that you find particularly

exciting – or frustrating?

 

Lumsden:
The most exciting thing is a genuinely ‘bigger than usual’ crop of very good

younger poets. One recent development is the ‘project’ – themed, short term

poetry blogs, themed multi-poet poetry events, the return of the zine, themed

anthologies. New small poetry presses are exciting, and are fracturing the

poetry market, but the downside of this is that they fail to develop into

businesses, with staff, with budgets; their shelf life is limited. Salt (for whom I

am Poetry Editor) has broken through that barrier. Others may too, but they

will find it as difficult as Salt did, and will need to adapt and compromise. 
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This means that much of the power lies with just a few presses: a couple of

large government-subsidised independent poetry specialists (one of which is

my publisher) and, as in the US, a few major (mostly international) publishing

houses with small poetry lists. And in the last decade, nearly all the bigger

presses, both independent and commercial, have slimmed down their lists,

many of the commercials only publishing a handful of poetry titles each year,

with very few first collections and even fewer risks. One problem is that the

crop of young poets all believe they will pick up one of those rare spots. We

have fine poets well into their 30s who could have put out a sparky debut five

or ten years ago, but they are holding on for what will never happen.

 

Transom:
“Stockholm Syndrome” announces itself as a kind of love poem, but

eventually reveals a truer exploration: that of the speaker's relationship to the

“forever” of art-making. Are all love poems really experiments in ars poetica?

 

Lumsden:
I had to reread it – I thought it just a love poem. Or a pre-love poem, in that it

is about the moment when you see that a dalliance is becoming a

relationship. From the start of this relationship, there was caution, due to a

sizeable age gap. The early weeks bring little mythologies, in-jokes,

nicknames. One running joke we had was that, on weekends at my house,

she had become my hostage, hence the theme of this poem. I see now that

this poem is a bit of a patchwork, with things sewn in: “pretty paper” from a

documentary I had recently watched on Roy Orbison, “vertraue mir” from the

sample on the Bark Psychosis track “Rose,” the final image adapted from

Joanna Newsom’s song “Colleen.” The potential reading of this poem as an

ars poetica, I can see, stems from the line ‘see it written here on pretty paper,’

which could be seen as being self-referential, metapoetic. I’ve certainly done

that sort of thing elsewhere, but here I simply referred to the idea of looking

up the title phrase in an encyclopedia. As for ‘my especial art,’ well that was

my potential ability to dispel the reluctance and pessimism we both felt at

times about our involvement. The poem can be precised as ‘I’m feeling good

about this, are you with me, girl?’
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Transom:
You and Transom Co-Editor Kiki Petrosino first met at a reading in New York

City, a location to which you travel frequently. What is generative, for you,

about trafficking between our two countries (and literatures)?

 

Lumsden:
I visit the US perhaps every other year. Not just NYC though. I’ve visited and

read in the Dakotas, in Vermont, Louisiana, Connecticut, Wyoming and

Colorado, as well as Chicago and California. I’ve visited many other states as

a tourist. Reasons? Various. It’s a foreign travel experience without (much of)

a language barrier; I’m interested in US culture, social history and folklore;

much of my reading for pleasure is US poetry; I’m especially interested in

what has been happening in the past 15 years, the ‘post-division era.’ This

(partial, I know) lack of divisions means I feel I fit in poetry-wise whereas, in

the UK, I’m not much in step with what is going on – I’m certainly not

‘experimental,’ but my work doesn’t much fit into the mainstream either,

wheras it seems to make more sense to an American audience.
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Calumet
 

I was working up a list of the great winter cities 

and sipping soda water from a crystal glass

when from the next room I heard a radio, or rather

two radios, tuned to separate channels, or perhaps

one radio and one recording of that same radio,

or another radio, say, or two recordings of a radio.

 

Then, setting down my pencil, I could discern,

through the double churn of voices, more subtle

instances: the relieved pop of soap bubbles

in a basin or the sound of a pipe being sparked

then drawn on in a place that pleasure has missed,

but where there is release, load then overload.
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Stockholm Syndrome
 

I stand accused of misdemeanours: an overactive

desire to hold you, captive,

 

of knowing where the berries are in surfeit,

of being their itching herald,

 

becoming the hustle's seldom one - 

look out Broadway! I’m all surface! - 

 

of knowing the brisking end of the start 

of something (vertraue mir, sour world)

 

need not be the beginning of its end.

For see it written here on pretty paper:

 

the hostage may in time accept the taker.

Have you seen my light, welcomed one,

 

have we changed? And my especial art

is to capture some forever from mere fond.

 

Sometimes you step out for that missing stair

and find it’s there.
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